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11:18:31  From  mike garnock-jones : welcome one and all- please post any questions in the 

chat thank you 

11:30:04  From  Shauna - University of Kent : Hi Nathan, we have been working with 

Ambassadors in the same way with them pre-recording videos for our online sessions. How have you 

found ways to continue to provide work opportunities for them now that the sessions have been 

made? 

11:31:49  From  George Gisborne : Young and white 

11:31:56  From  Janine  : LAck of diversity 

11:34:00  From  Caterina : Hi Nathan, can I ask whether you are also planning on having 

student ambassadors take part in live sessions? Or are there safeguarding issues? 

11:36:03  From  Adam Young : Hi Nathan, particularly when considering sessions where the 

school connects via one computer connected to a projector (rather than learners dialling in 

themselves), how have you managed using interactive functions such as polls/ quizzes etc. when 

there is only one device that can participate? Does this affect the interactive nature compared to 

when learners dial in on their own devices? 

11:36:04  From  Sophie Hoyle (Manchester Access Programme) : Thanks for the interesting 

presentation - got lots of ideas from it. Is the peer-assisted learning for prospective students or 

current students?  

11:36:05  From  Cat Chapman : Hi Nathan, our organisation doesn't currently have a VLE like 

Blackboard or Canvas etc. We are struggling to collect data to track engagement of learners. Would 

you say using a programme like Blackboard was vital to the success of your engagement with 

students for online delivery? 

11:36:10  From  Shauna - University of Kent : I'd love to know more about how to create peer 

assisted learning with Ambassadors and students. This is the learning we're missing most and the 

best bits of our work. We haven't found a safe and sustainable way to recreate the chatty moments 

whilst at home. Our schools are struggling with live sessions 

11:36:20  From  Shauna - University of Kent : Thank you for sharing, Nathan 

11:36:34  From  George Gisborne : Does Derby have lack diversity in particular areas? 

11:37:48  From  Ant Sutcliffe : Seems like excellent work. Would be eager to see how we 

could help with some of this via our Higher Horizons Outreach Hub (Derby are non funded partners) 

for our cohorts across Staffs, Cheshire and Salop. Maybe I can pick it up with Krish 



11:38:16  From  Caterina : Thanks! 

11:40:13  From  Adam Young : That's great, thanks Nathan. Completely empathise with the 

time pressures! 

11:41:05  From  Poppy Hudghton : Have you been able to collect HEAT registers for such 

online sessions?  

11:41:27  From  Shauna - University of Kent : Are sessions designed for individual students on 

individual devices, or a whole class together? It's really interesting to learn about these sessions. We 

have struggled with students and classrooms not having access to devices in class 

11:41:28  From  George Gisborne : We have Poppy but don't get them all back 

11:41:38  From  Poppy Hudghton : Thanks, George - our experience too! 

11:42:37  From  Cat Chapman : Thank you this is really valuable. 

11:42:56  From  Jen L-H Sheffield Hallam : Thank you- really interesting. 

11:43:04  From  Daisy Robinson : thanks really interesting 

11:43:05  From  Caterina : Thank you for sharing, it was very interesting and inspiring 

11:43:11  From  Sophie Hoyle (Manchester Access Programme) : Thank you!  

11:43:16  From  Ant Sutcliffe : Cheers Nathan! 

11:43:19  From  Peter Cassidy : Thank you, Nathan! 

11:43:22  From  Alice Dee : thank you" 

11:50:41  From  mike garnock-jones : Welcome to Session E: Activity Packs: Tackling the 

Digital Divide. Please post any questions here Mike 

11:55:36  From  Roisin Kendall : Amazing and creative packs 

11:56:49  From  Lauren Barraclough - Uni of Leeds : This work is great! How did you find the 

return rates of the evaluations? 

11:57:32  From  Shauna - University of Kent : I'm filled with questions! This is so inspiring Holly 

and Josette. How did you target students and get packs to them? I am also curious about the 

evaluation and registration process. Were people happy to put info on a postcard which might be 

public? 

11:58:16  From  Daisy Robinson : Brilliant work, love the idea. what was included in the 

women in stem packs? 

12:01:09  From  Roisin Kendall : Brilliant numbers you reached what % of HEAT data did you 

obtain back? 

12:02:11  From  gcg1v19 : This work has been so valuable to supporting our WP ambitions at 

Southampton, and being there for pupils in our local community. Practically amazing and 

strategically important. Fab work Holly and Josette - Gino 

12:02:20  From  Shauna - University of Kent : Wow, thank you so much! 

12:02:23  From  Sofia Hirscher : great idea! 



12:02:30  From  Hannah Trott : Love the ideas here! With developing this further is the plan 

for this to always be a summer holiday or school holidays initiative? 

12:02:46  From  Hope McAdam : Fantastic work, well done Holly and Josette! Really 

impressed you were able to do so much with your first project - and all whilst still studying! 

12:03:01  From  Roisin Kendall : Josette your background is amazing looks like a fairy grotto 

12:07:33  From  Daisy Robinson : brilliant- thanks! 

12:07:42  From  Josette Crispin : Thank you Roisin! It took quite a while to decorate but I did 

have plenty of time over the summer before last to do it and make it feel like a home away from 

home! 

12:09:26  From  Roisin Kendall : We did very similar project in Luton it be great to share good 

practice as you guys have given me more ideas thank you so much 

12:09:29  From  Shauna - University of Kent : Would it be possible to contact you after today, 

Holly and Josette? 

12:09:40  From  Hannah Trott : Thank you. 

12:09:59  From  Shauna - University of Kent : Roisin, would you mind if I contact you, too? I'm 

so inspired by this idea! 

12:10:28  From  Luke Parmenter : I didn't get in this room till late, so spare people if you have 

already covered this, but can you talk about the UoS internship programme? how did you come 

together with the WP team at UoS to work in this way? 

12:10:42  From  Sofia Hirscher : I would love to also get in touch if that would be ok as I think 

this could work amazing in Bradford :) 

12:10:42  From  Shauna - University of Kent : Great question, Luke! 

12:10:58  From  Shauna - University of Kent : Thank you so much :-) 

12:11:14  From  Josette Crispin : Hi, we would love that! Our emails are jarc1g18@soton.ac.uk 

and h.e.smeeton@soton.ac.uk. Thank you! 

12:11:14  From  gcg1v19 : Brilliant work guys 

12:11:25  From  Maria-Anna NEON : Thank you! 

12:11:33  From  Lauren Barraclough - Uni of Leeds : Amazing work and so inspiring! Thank 

you! 

12:14:18  From  Jess Spurrell UoS : So very very proud of Josette and Holly - it's been such a 

pleasure working with them and we're so lucky that we've got them for the rest of the year too! 

They are our superstars! 

12:14:45  From  Shauna - University of Kent : Very luck, Jess :-) 

12:15:07  From  Jess Spurrell UoS : Tru dat, Shauna! :D 

12:21:34  From  mike garnock-jones : welcome all to Session E: GROWing the future of WP 

careers provision at Lancaster University. Please feel free to post questions here Mike 



12:29:21  From  Maria-Anna NEON : Any questions for Sue, please write here, thank you 

12:36:35  From  Luke Parmenter : Q: Thanks Sue, what do students say about the award 

scheme? To what extent do you observe them being motivated to engage by this type of 

recognition? 

12:41:08  From  s.marchment@kingston.ac.uk : Hi Hannah Was there any difference in your 

involvement of 1:1work  as compared with group activity? 

12:42:05  From  s.marchment@kingston.ac.uk : Sorry that wsn't very clear how did you value 

the different online delivery models 1:1 compared with group? 

12:43:21  From  s.marchment@kingston.ac.uk : Some people may be put off by groupwork, 

prefer 1:1 what was your response? 

12:44:50  From  Hannah Groves : I hope that answers your question! If not, feel free to 

message me :) 

12:45:14  From  s.marchment@kingston.ac.uk : Thank you Hannah really helpful - 

engagement is everything in the early stages of 'selling' an activity! 

12:45:19  From  Luke Parmenter : Thanks Sue 

12:45:32  From  Maria-Anna NEON : Thank you for joining us - we are now at lunch until 2pm. 

See you at 2pm 

12:45:36  From  Maria-Anna NEON : Thank you! 

12:45:50  From  Rita : Thank you 

12:45:51  From  Hannah Trott : Thank you ever so much. This was really interesting and 

clever! 

12:45:52  From  Margaret Greenfields : thank you allm  Emily : Thank you all for a really 

interesting and inspiring session! 


